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Abstract
Family reminiscing is a critical part of family interaction related to child outcome. In this study, 
we extended previous research by examining both mothers and fathers, in two-parent racially 
diverse middle-class families, reminiscing with their 9- to 12-year-old children about both the 
facts and the emotional aspects of shared positive and negative events. Mothers were more 
elaborative than fathers, and both mothers and fathers elaborated and evaluated more about the 
facts of positive than negative events, but there were no differences in parental reminiscing about 
the emotional aspects of these events. Fathers showed a more consistent reminiscing style across 
event and information type, whereas mothers seem to show a more nuanced style differentiated by 
topic. Most interesting, maternal elaborations and evaluations about the facts of negative events 
were related to higher child well-being, whereas paternal elaborations and evaluations about the 
emotional aspects of both positive and negative events were related to lower child well-being. 
Implications for the gendered nature of reminiscing are discussed.
Twenty years of research has established individual differences in the ways in which 
mothers reminisce with their preschool children that are related to multiple aspects of 
cognitive and socioemotional development (see Fivush, 2007; Fivush, Haden, & Reese, 
2006, for reviews). Through parent-guided reminiscing, children learn the forms and 
functions of talking and thinking about the past; they learn how to organize and understand 
their experiences and the value of sharing these experiences with others (Fivush, Haden, & 
Reese, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978). Early research established relations between maternal 
reminiscing style and children’s autobiographical memory skills; more recent research has 
extended these findings to show relations between maternal reminiscing style and children’s 
emotional understanding and regulation. To date, however, research has focused on mothers 
in dyadic reminiscing with their preschool children, and reminiscing has been examined as a 
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more or less global construct in relation to child outcome. Thus, the overall goals of this 
study were to extend research on mother-child reminiscing to examine the role of 
reminiscing within the family as a whole with older children, who are developing more 
sophisticated cognitive and socioemotional skills, as well as to examine more specific 
relations between reminiscing and child well-being.
Individual differences in maternal reminiscing vary along a dimension of elaboration, with 
highly elaborative mothers talking a great deal about the past, asking many questions and 
providing richly detailed information, as well as confirming their child’s participation. In 
contrast, less elaborative mothers provide little contextual information about the event under 
discussion, tending to repeat the same questions over and over in an effort to get their 
children to recall a particular aspect of the event (see Fivush et al., 2006; Nelson & Fivush, 
2004; Reese, 2002, for reviews). Thus, the hallmark of a highly elaborative reminiscing style 
is the frequent use of elaborations and confirmations, whereas the hallmark of a low-
elaborative reminiscing style is the frequent use of repetitions. Importantly, preschool 
children of more elaborative mothers come to tell more richly detailed and coherent 
narratives about their own past, both in conversation with their mothers and with unfamiliar 
adults by the end of the preschool years (Bauer & Burch, 2004; Farrant & Reese, 2000; 
Fivush & Vasudeva, 2002; Flannagan, Baker-Ward, & Graham, 1995; Haden, 1998; Harley 
& Reese, 1999; Hudson, 1990; Leichtman, Pillemer, Wang, Koreishi, & Han, 2000; Low & 
Durkin, 2001; Peterson, Jesso, & McCabe, 1999; Welch-Ross, 1997, 2001).
Not surprisingly, when reminiscing, mothers and children not only focus on the facts of 
what happened, but also discuss emotional states and reactions. Reflecting on emotion 
theoretically allows the child to draw connections between how they felt in the past and their 
current emotions in ways that provide a sense of continuity of self (Fivush & Nelson, 2006; 
Lagattuta & Wellman, 2002), as well as providing a sense of connection to others through 
shared emotional bonding (Fivush et al., 1996). Theorists have further argued that elaborated 
reminiscing, especially about emotionally difficult experiences, may help children better 
understand their emotional experiences in ways that facilitate emotional regulation and well-
being (Bretherton & Mulholland, 1999; Thompson, 2000). Laible (2004a, b; Laible & 
Thompson, 2000) found that more highly elaborative maternal reminiscing about 
emotionally difficult events, such as conflicts and transgressions, was related to higher 
levels of emotional understanding and regulation in preschool children. In fact, elaborated 
maternal reminiscing was more predictive of preschool children’s emotional development 
than was mother-child conversations in a storybook reading context (Laible, 2004a), 
suggesting that reminiscing is a critical context for emotional socialization.
In previous research, maternal elaboration has been assessed across the entire narrative 
content. However, even when discussing emotionally charged events, mothers can elaborate 
on the facts of what happened (who, what, where, when) and/or the emotional aspects of the 
event (emotional states and reactions). Given the findings that maternal elaborative 
reminiscing style is related to children’s emotional development, it may be the case that 
elaborating on emotional aspects of the event is particularly helpful for children. That is, 
mothers who elaborate on emotional states and reactions may be teaching their children how 
to understand and regulate aversive emotion (e.g., Denham, 1998; Dunn, Bretherton, & 
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Munn, 1987). On the other hand, there is also substantial evidence that focusing on emotion 
in a way that is ruminative and repetitive may be highly detrimental for adolescents and 
adults (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987). Thus, a focus on emotions during parent–child reminiscing 
may not be beneficial for children, and may even be detrimental if done in a repetitive, 
ruminative style.
In terms of focusing on the facts of the event, there is a growing body of research indicating 
that adults who are able to construct more coherent narratives of stressful events show 
higher levels of physical and psychological well-being (see Frattaroli, 2006; Pennebaker, 
1997; Smyth, 1998, for reviews). This research suggests that the ability to put emotional 
experience in a coherent explanatory framework is beneficial, and therefore parents who 
elaborate on the facts of the event may be helping their children to create more coherent and 
explanatory narratives that are related to higher levels of well-being.
Elaborating on facts and emotions are obviously not mutually exclusive. Recent research by 
Sales and Fivush (2005; Fivush & Sales, 2006) suggests that mothers who express more 
emotion and provide more explanations in co-constructed narratives about stressful events 
have 8- to 12-year-old children with better coping skills and fewer internalizing and 
externalizing behaviors. However, this research examined the content of mother-child 
reminiscing; it did not examine style, or the level of elaboration. Theoretically, parents can 
include factual or emotional information without elaborating on that information, or they can 
elaborate or repetitively dwell on facts or emotions. Thus, the first major objective of the 
current research was to examine reminiscing style for factual and emotional aspects of 
events separately, and to examine differential relations between reminiscing about facts and 
reminiscing about emotions on child well-being.
Moreover, we chose to examine preadolescent children, the period just before one of the 
most critical developmental periods—adolescence, a time of significant physical, cognitive, 
and social advances. At this age, children are developing more sophisticated narrative skills 
that allow them to integrate their experiences into an overarching life narrative (Habermas & 
Bluck, 2000; McAdams, 1992), and they are simultaneously developing more sophisticated 
emotional understanding (Harter, 1999) and emotional regulation skills (Compas & Epping, 
1993) that allow them to engage in more self-regulated behavior. One of the most 
noteworthy developmental transitions concerns the parent–child relationship, specifically 
with regard to communication. Beginning in preadolescence, parents and adolescents report 
fewer expressions of positive emotion and more expressions of negative emotions during 
communications, which only increases throughout adolescence (Steinberg & Silk, 2002). 
Thus, this is a critical period for studying parent-child reminiscing about emotional 
experiences.
Further, we extended previous research by examining both mothers and fathers. Both 
autobiographical narratives and emotional processing have been shown to differ by gender. 
As adults, females tell longer, more detailed, and more vivid autobiographical narratives 
than males, and these narratives are more emotionally rich (see Fivush & Buckner, 2003, for 
a review). Adult females also report experiencing a greater variety and intensity of emotions 
than do males (see Fischer, 2000, for an overview), and there is some suggestion that 
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females are better able to regulate emotional experience than are males (Brody & Hall, 
1993); thus, we might expect differences in mother-child compared to father-child 
reminiscing. There is limited research on father-child reminiscing, and the results seem to be 
inconclusive. Some studies find mothers to be more elaborative overall than fathers with 
both preschoolers and preadolescents (Bohanek et al., in press; Fivush, Brotman, Buckner, 
& Goodman, 2000), whereas other studies find few differences in level of elaboration 
between mothers and fathers (Reese & Fivush, 1993; Reese, Haden, & Fivush, 1996). 
Similarly, some studies find that mothers include more emotional content during 
reminiscing with preschoolers than do fathers (Fivush et al., 2000; Kuebli & Fivush, 1992), 
but other studies find no differences (Adams, Kuebli, Boyle, & Fivush, 1995). Reasons why 
mothers and fathers may or may not differ in reminiscing style may relate to multiple 
factors, including the kinds of events that are being discussed, the context in which 
reminiscing is taking place, and age of the child (see Fivush & Buckner, 2003, for a 
discussion).
In order to examine possible differences between mothers and fathers in this study, we asked 
the family as a whole to reminisce about events that the family shared together, although we 
only assessed emotional well-being for the preadolescent target child. We chose to examine 
the family as a whole because family systems theory suggests that parent-child interactions 
occur in a dynamic framework in which each family member influences the others 
(Kreppner, 2002). Thus, we were interested in examining how mothers and fathers might 
differ and/or complement each other when interacting as a family system. It should be noted 
that because we chose this way of assessing parents, we were not able to examine how the 
target child participated in the co-narration in a meaningful way because, for most families, 
multiple children were participating. Thus, the role of any individual child could not be 
determined, because parents are assumed to be scaffolding the narrative for all the children 
present. Obviously, then, we also could not examine how the gender of child might be 
related to these processes, because most parents were reminiscing with both daughters and 
sons simultaneously. However, we chose this strategy because this is the situation in which 
most family reminiscing occurs, with multiple family members engaged and participating, 
and we wanted to examine family reminiscing in as naturalistic a con- text as possible. We 
argue that a more complete understanding of how the family system as a whole reminisces 
will allow us to target future research in more theoretically meaningful ways.
Finally, we chose to examine how families reminisce about both emotionally positive and 
negative events. Much of the research on relations between maternal reminiscing and child 
well-being focuses on negative experiences because these are the kinds of experiences that 
require emotional regulation. However, it is also the case that mothers reminisce about 
positive and negative events somewhat differently; mothers include more negative emotion, 
and they focus more on causal explanations, when reminiscing about negative compared to 
positive events with children ranging from preschool to preteen (Ackil, Van Abbema, & 
Bauer, 2003; Sales, Fivush, & Peterson, 2003). Reminiscing about positive and negative 
experiences may serve different functions; reminiscing about positive events may help 
create a shared history that maintains emotional bonds through time (Fivush et al., 1996), 
whereas reminiscing about negative events may serve a more didactic function of teaching 
children how to understand and regulate aversive affect (Sales et al., 2003). Thus, we may 
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see different patterns of reminiscing about positive and negative events, as well as 
differential relations between reminiscing about positive versus negative events and child 
well-being.
Thus, the overall goals of this study were to examine how mothers and fathers reminisce 
about the facts and emotions of both emotionally positive and negative experiences within 
the family context, and how this may be related to emotional well-being in preadolescent 
children. We asked middle-class two-parent families with at least one child between the ages 
of 9 and 12 years to reminisce about shared positive and negative events. It should be noted 
that we have conducted previous analyses on these narratives that examined the global 
process of family narrative interaction along dimensions of collaborative versus independent 
perspectives (Bohanek, Marin, Fivush, & Duke, 2006), as well as a detailed analysis of the 
emotional content of narratives about the negative events only (Marin, Bohanek, & Fivush, 
2008). However, in these first analyses, we examined the family as a unit and did not 
differentiate between mothers and fathers. In addition, we examined relations between 
family narrative interactions and children’s self-esteem and self-concept.
In subsequent content analyses of the negative event narratives, we did examine mothers and 
fathers separately, but again, examined only those parts of the conversations focusing on 
emotion (Bohanek, Marin, & Fivush, 2008). Mothers who expressed and explained more 
emotion had adolescents with higher levels of well-being as assessed by the Child Behavior 
Checklist (CBCL), but fathers who expressed and explained more emotion had adolescents 
with lower levels of well-being. These findings create something of a paradox that we 
wanted to examine in more detail in this study. Thus, in the current study, we extended 
previous analyses by coding the entire narrative — both aspects focused on emotion but also 
aspects focused on narrating the facts of what happened—using the standard coding for 
parental reminiscing style examining elaborations, evaluations, and repetitions for mothers 
and fathers independently for both positive and negative events, and relating these 
dimensions to child well-being as assessed by the CBCL.
Because this was the first study in the literature to examine reminiscing style among the 
family as a whole, it was unclear whether mothers and fathers might differ from each other, 
but given previous research, we expected that if mothers and fathers did differ, it would be 
in the direction of mothers being more elaborative overall than fathers. However, we 
expected both mothers and fathers to elaborate more on the emotional aspects of negative 
rather than positive events as, in this context, a goal of reminiscing would focus on teaching 
the child about how to understand and regulate emotion. However, it was not clear how 
reminiscing about the emotional aspects of a negative event might be related to child well-
being. On one hand, elaborated reminiscing about emotions might help children better 
understand and regulate emotion. On the other hand, more elaborative, and especially more 
repetitive, reminiscing about emotion may lead children to ruminate on emotion and thus be 
related to lower child well-being.
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As part of a larger study of family narrative interaction, 40 middle-class two-parent families, 
specifically targeting those with a child between the ages of 9 and 12 (M = 10.7), were 
recruited through school, summer camps and newspaper advertisements. There were 21 
males and 19 females. No family had more than one child between the targeted ages. 
However, the number of children (older than 12 months) in each family ranged from one to 
five. Of the 40 target children, 10 were the only child, 30 had at least one sibling (11 males, 
19 females), 13 had a second sibling (7 males, 6 females), 5 had a third sibling (1 male, 4 
females), and only 1 target child had a fourth sibling (1 male). Of the 40 families, 33 were 
dual earners and 7 were single earners. Twenty-nine of the families self-identified as 
Caucasian, six as African or African-American, and five as mixed race. Thirty families were 
traditional nuclear families, eight were blended, and two were extended. Of those who 
responded, 17 mothers and 22 fathers completed a postgraduate degree, 13 mothers and 8 
fathers completed college, 7 mothers and 6 fathers had some college education, and 1 father 
completed some high school. All parents signed informed consent and adolescents gave 
verbal assent to the procedures, as approved by the institutional review board. Families were 
paid $25, and children were given movie tickets.
Procedure
Families were visited in their homes by one of four research assistants (three females and 
one male) while all members were present. Families were told that the purpose of the study 
was to understand how families talk about the past. Specifically, families were asked to sit in 
a comfortable place in their house (usually the living room) and discuss one positive event 
and one negative event (counterbalanced across families) that the family had experienced 
together within the past 2 to 3 years. Families were asked to discuss the events in as natural 
a manner as possible. The research assistant sat unobtrusively in a corner or in another room. 
The conversations were tape recorded and later transcribed verbatim. Conversations ranged 
in length, with most families conversing for approximately 10–20 minutes per narrative.
Following the conversations, the mother filled out the CBCL (Achenbach, 1991). The CBCL 
was chosen to assess child behaviors because it is widely used in the clinical and 
developmental literatures to determine the presence or absence of internalizing (e.g., anxiety 
and depression) and externalizing (e.g., acting out) problems in children. Internalizing and 
externalizing scores are calculated independently, with the responses from 32 items summed 
to create a total internalizing score, and the responses from 33 items summed to create a 
total externalizing score. Each item is scored from 0–2, with 0 indicating that the item is 
“not true” of the child, whereas a 2 indicates that the item is “very true or often true” of their 
child. For example, sample items reflective of internalizing problems include, “Feels 
worthless or inferior,” and, “Would rather be alone than with others,” and sample items 
reflective of externalizing problems include, “Gets in many fights,” and, “Swearing or 
obscene language.” Lower scores on either scale indicate less frequent internalizing or 
externalizing behaviors, and higher scores indicate more frequent/severe internalizing or 
externalizing behaviors.
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As a measure of internal consistency, Achenbach (1991) calculated Cronbach’s alphas for 
each scale, with the internalizing scale α = .90 and the externalizing scale α = .93, which 
indicates strong internal consistency. As reported by Achenbach, overall 1-week test-retest 
reliability Pearson rs for the internalizing and externalizing scores are .89 and .93, 
respectively.
Coding
After narratives were transcribed and checked for accuracy, each narrative was divided into 
utterances. An utterance was defined as a proposition that contained a subject and verb, or 
the provision of a stand-alone confirmation (e.g., “Yeah” or, “uh-huh”) or negation (e.g., 
“No”). Each utterance was then coded in two ways; first, each utterance was coded as to 
whether it focused on emotional or factual aspects of the event, and then each utterance was 
coded for style (i.e., elaboration, evaluation, repetition). Thus, each utterance could be 
classified as an elaboration, evaluation, or repetition on either emotional or factual aspects of 
the event.
Focus—Two experienced coders read through the transcripts of the family narratives 
together and jointly identified the emotion talk within each narrative (see Bohanek et al., 
2008; Marin et al., 2008). Any utterance that pertained to an emotional state or behavior was 
considered an emotional utterance. Note that the utterance did not have to contain an 
emotion word per se but had to be part of a conversation about an emotional state or reaction 
(i.e., all conversational turns referring to whether and why an event was sad whether or not 
an emotion word was used during that turn), rather than about the facts of what occurred 
during the event.
Reminiscing style—Each utterance was coded for style, adapted from the standard 
maternal reminiscing style coding scheme (Fivush & Fromhoff, 1988; Reese, Haden, & 
Fivush, 1993).
1. Elaborations: any statement or question that provides a new piece of information 
about an event or a particular aspect of the event (e.g., “Memaw and Granddad 
came over, and Daddy cooked hamburgers on the grill.”)
2. Repetitions: a family member makes a statement or question which repeats the 
exact content or the gist (non-verbatim) of their previous utterance (e.g., “We had 
fun didn’t we?” and in their following conversational turn, “We had fun.”)
3. Evaluations: Utterances that confirm or negate a family member’s previous 
utterance (e.g., Child: “Lions.” Mother: “Yes, lions is right.”)
Two researchers independently coded 19 narratives and achieved 89% agreement for inter-
rater reliability across utterance type, 90% for elaborations (range from 88% to 94%), 88% 
for evaluations (range from 86% to 94%), and 100% for repetitions. The remaining 
narratives were then coded by one of the two researchers.
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Results are presented in four sections. We first describe the types of events the families 
discussed during the reminiscing task, and we then address differences in family reminiscing 
style by parent, event type, and narrative focus. The third section addresses consistency in 
reminiscing style between factual and emotional information, across positive and negative 
events, and between mothers and fathers. The fourth section presents relations between 
family reminiscing style and children’s adjustment on the CBCL.
Description of Events
Families were asked to select and discuss one positive and one negative event that they had 
shared together in the past year or so. There was little variability in the topics selected for 
positive events, with 77% of the narratives being about family vacations; 7% of families 
discussed the birth of a child, 7% discussed sporting events, 5% discussed visits with 
relatives, and 2% discussed family ceremonies. However, when asked to discuss a shared 
negative event, the content was much more variable; 30% of the families discussed the death 
of a family member or friend, 22% discussed illness or injury, 20% discussed the death of a 
pet, 20% discussed accidents or disasters, and 7% discussed other events, such as a family 
conflict, a move to a new city, and mishaps during a vacation.
Parental Gender Differences in Reminiscing Style
The first set of analyses examined differences in parental reminiscing style as a function of 
parent gender and event valence. We conducted a 2 (parent: mother, father) x 2 (event: 
positive, negative) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on each of the six 
utterance types separately (emotional and factual elaborations, emotional and factual 
evaluations, and emotional and factual repetitions) as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
For elaborations, mothers contributed more emotional elaborations (M = 26.90, SD = 18.54) 
than fathers (M = 18.37, SD = 20.43) (F = 3.97, p = .05). Also, mothers contributed more 
factual elaborations (M = 59.93, SD = 44.96) than fathers (M = 44.35, SD = 33.29) (F = 
6.57, p < .05). For evaluations, there were more nonemotional evaluations within the 
positive event (M = 23.00, SD = 19.09) than the negative event (M = 12.28, SD = 13.72) (F 
= 24.65, p < .001), but there were no differences in emotional evaluations between the two 
events (F = 2.62, p > .05). Finally, for repetitions, mothers contributed more factual 
repetitions (M = 3.30, SD = 3.38) than did fathers (M = 2.05, SD = 2.26) (F = 5.60, p < .05). 
However, there were no differences in parental contributions for emotional repetitions (F = .
62, p > .05).
We note that in language data in general, and narrative data in particular, there remains a 
controversy over whether frequency or proportions are the correct metric. Along with others, 
we argue that frequencies are the appropriate metric because sheer amount of a certain type 
of language has been shown to be a more critical variable in predicting child outcome than 
proportion (Farrant & Reese, 2000; Fivush, 1998; Reese et al., 1993; Wang, 2001; Wang, 
2006). For example, frequency, and not proportion, of variety of parental vocabulary, and 
frequency, and not proportion, of maternal conversation-eliciting strategies predicts child 
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language outcome (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1995), and frequency of 
maternal elaboration during reminiscing predicts child language and narrative outcome 
(Peterson et al., 1999; Reese, 1995) as well as emotional development (Laible, 2004a, 
2004b). Still, we acknowledge that proportion may provide additional information. 
Therefore, we reanalyzed these data using proportions, calculated as the parental frequency 
of each specific utterance type over the total number of utterances in the narrative (e.g., 
number of maternal factual elaborations over total number of utterances). ANOVAs on these 
proportions revealed the same pattern of significant effects as with the frequency data (all 
analyses available from the first author).
Thus, overall, mothers elaborate and repeat more than fathers, but there are no parental 
differences in evaluations. Parents also evaluate more about the factual aspects of positive 
than negative events, but there are no event differences in evaluations for the emotional 
aspects.
Consistency in Family Reminiscing
Consistency between facts and emotions—We examined consistency of style in 
multiple ways. Our first question was whether individual parents were consistent in their 
style across the factual and emotional content of reminiscing. Pearson correlations were 
conducted on the elaborations, repetitions, and evaluations between the factual and 
emotional utterances within the positive and negative events independently, as shown in the 
top half of Table 1. Based on recent arguments in the literature about the interpretation of 
correlational data, we have chosen to focus on the effect size (see Kine, 2004; Vacha-Haase, 
Nilsson, Reetz, Lance, & Thompson, 2000; Vacha-Haase & Thompson, 2004, for 
discussions of this issue). Traditionally, small effect sizes are those around .10 (Aron & 
Aron, 1999; Cohen, 1992). Thus, we provide information about conventional levels of 
statistical significance as well as cautiously interpreting correlations of small effect sizes 
(correlations of about .30) with significance levels of p < .10.
Within the positive event, parents were very consistent in their elaborative style, in that both 
mothers and fathers who used more factual elaborations, repetitions, and evaluations also 
used more emotional elaborations, repetitions, and evaluations. Within the negative event, 
mothers and fathers were consistent in their use of evaluations across factual and emotional 
aspects of negative events, and fathers who used more factual elaborations also used more 
emotional elaborations. Mothers were not consistent in elaborating on facts and emotions for 
the negative events, and neither parent was consistent in using repetitions.
Consistency between positive and negative events—Our second question 
addressed consistency across positive and negative events for factual information and for 
emotional information separately for each parent. As can be seen in the bottom part of Table 
1, fathers were consistent in their use of elaborations and evaluations for both factual and 
emotional information across the positive and negative events. Mothers, in contrast, were 
only consistent in their use of evaluations about factual material across the two events. 
Neither parent was consistent in their use of repetitions.
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Consistency between parents—The third set of analyses addressed whether mothers 
and fathers were consistent with each other in their reminiscing style. Thus, we calculated 
Pearson correlations between mothers and fathers on the emotional utterances and the 
factual utterances within the positive and negative events (see Table 2). Within the positive 
event, for the factual utterances, mothers and fathers were consistent in elaborations, 
repetitions, and evaluations, but for emotional utterances, mothers and fathers were only 
consistent in their use of evaluations, not elaborations or repetitions. A similar pattern 
emerged for the negative event; for factual utterances, mothers and fathers were consistent 
in elaborations and evaluations but not repetitions. For the emotional utterances, mothers 
and fathers were again consistent in their use of evaluations but not elaborations or 
repetitions.
Summary—Overall, fathers were more consistent in their reminiscing style than were 
mothers. Fathers were consistent in elaborating and evaluating on facts and emotions within 
both positive and negative events, as well as consistent in elaborating and evaluating across 
positive and negative events. Mothers, in contrast, were consistent in their evaluations of 
facts and emotions within both positive and negative events and across positive and negative 
events, but there was little consistency in their elaborations. Neither mothers nor fathers 
were very consistent in their use of repetitions. Finally, mothers and fathers showed similar 
styles to each other when reminiscing about the factual aspects of both positive and negative 
events, but they were only consistent in the extent to which they used evaluations, not 
elaborations or repetitions, when reminiscing about the emotional aspects of events. Thus, 
evaluations emerged as the most consistent aspects of parental reminiscing style across 
event type, narrative focus, and parent.
Family Reminiscing and Child Adjustment
Our final analyses were designed to determine the relations between parental elaborative 
style and children’s adjustment. Thus, we calculated Pearson correlations between 
elaborations, repetitions, and evaluations for the emotional and factual narrative utterances 
within the positive and negative events and children’s internalizing and externalizing 
behaviors as measured by the CBCL (see Table 3). For the positive events, there were 
virtually no relations between parental utterances and child well-being. Only 2 of 24 
correlations were of at least a small effect size.
For the negative events, 7 of 24 correlations, or 30%, were of at least a small effect size. 
Mothers who contributed more factual elaborations and repetitions had children with fewer 
externalizing behaviors, and mothers who contributed more factual evaluations had children 
with fewer internalizing behaviors. In addition, fathers who contributed more emotional 
elaborations and repetitions had children with more internalizing behaviors, and fathers who 
contributed more emotional repetitions and evaluations had children with more externalizing 
behaviors.
Because there were multiple relations between parental utterances and child well-being for 
the negative events, we further examined the differential effects of parental scaffolding 
within these events only, in a series of regression analyses with parental utterances as the 
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predictor variables and child well-being as the outcome variable. Because we had no a prior 
assumptions to order entry of the predictor variables, we entered variables simultaneously.
The first analyses examined elaborations; maternal factual elaborations, maternal emotional 
elaborations, paternal factual elaborations, and paternal emotional elaborations were entered 
as predictor variables, and child internalizing behavior was the outcome variable. The 
overall model was significant, F(4, 34) = 2.68, p < .05. Both paternal elaboration about the 
emotional aspects of the event, t = 2.67, β = .43, p < .01, and factual aspects of the event, t = 
2.47, β = .48, p < .05, were significant predictors, indicating that fathers who elaborated 
more about both the factual and emotional aspects of the negative event had children with 
higher levels of internalizing behaviors. For externalizing behaviors, the overall model was 
not significant.
The second analyses examined evaluations; maternal factual evaluations, maternal 
emotional evaluations, paternal factual evaluations, and paternal emotional evaluations were 
entered as predictor variables. The model with internalizing behaviors as the outcome 
variable was not significant, but the model with externalizing behaviors as the outcome 
variable was significant, F(4, 34) = 3.87, p < .01. Paternal emotional evaluations was a 
significant predictor, t = 3.49, β = .62, p < .001, and paternal factual evaluations approached 
significance, t = 1.72, β = .34, p = .09, indicating that fathers who provided more evaluations 
about the emotional aspects of negative events, and to some extent about the factual aspects 
of negative events, had children with higher levels of externalizing behaviors.
Finally, the third analysis examined repetitions; maternal factual repetitions, maternal 
emotional repetitions, paternal factual repetitions, and paternal emotional repetitions were 
entered as predictor variables. The model with internalizing behaviors as the outcome 
variable approached significance, F(4, 34) = 2.52, p =.06, and paternal emotional repetition 
was significant, t = 2.80, β = .18, p < .01. The model with externalizing behaviors as the 
outcome variable was significant, F(4, 34) = 2.53, p < .05, and again, paternal emotional 
repetition was the only significant predictor, t = 2.44, β = .37, p < .05, indicating that fathers 
who repeat more when reminiscing about the emotional aspects of a negative event have 
children with higher levels of internalizing and externalizing behaviors.
Overall, then, the regression analyses indicate that higher paternal involvement in 
reminiscing about negative events is consistently related to lower child well-being, 
especially when focused on the emotional aspects of the event. Fathers who elaborate, 
evaluate, and repeat when focused on emotion have children with higher levels of both 
internalizing and externalizing behaviors. When focused on facts, fathers who elaborate 
more have children with higher levels of internalizing behaviors, and fathers who evaluate 
more have children who show higher levels of externalizing behaviors. Although mothers 
who elaborate and repeat more about the facts of negative events have children with higher 
well-being in the first-order correlations, maternal utterances were not significant predictors 
in any of the regression analyses.
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In this study, we extended previous literature on maternal reminiscing style in several ways: 
we examined mothers and fathers reminiscing as a family about both positive and negative 
events, as well as about both emotional and factual aspects of those events, with 
preadolescent children, and we examined relations to child well-being. Overall, we found 
that mothers were more elaborative than fathers, and both parents were more evaluative 
when reminiscing about the factual aspects of positive compared to negative events, but not 
about the emotional aspects of these events. Fathers were also consistent in their reminiscing 
style for both elaborations and evaluations across factual and emotional information and 
across both positive and negative events. Mothers, in contrast, were consistent in their use of 
evaluations across event valence and type of information, but not in their use of 
elaborations. Related to this finding, mothers and fathers were consistent with each other in 
their use of evaluations across event and information type, but were consistent in their level 
of elaboration only for factual aspects of positive and negative events. Finally, maternal 
elaborations and evaluations on the factual aspects of a negative event were related to higher 
child well-being, whereas paternal elaborations, evaluations, and repetitions of the emotional 
aspects, and to some extent the factual aspects, of negative events, were related to lower 
child well-being.
That mothers are generally more elaborative than fathers confirms previous findings that, 
when gender differences emerge in reminiscing, females are more elaborative than males 
beginning at the end of the preschool years and throughout adulthood (see Fivush & 
Buckner, 2000, for a review). Specific to parents, again when differences emerge, mothers 
have been found to be more elaborative than fathers (Bohanek et al., 2008; Fivush et al., 
2000). Here, we extend these findings to reminiscing among the whole family; when 
mothers and fathers are reminiscing together with their children, mothers are again more 
elaborative. Higher levels of maternal compared to paternal elaboration are consistent with 
the idea that one of the roles that mothers play is family historian or “kin-keeper” 
(Rosenthal, 1985), helping to ensure that the family has a shared set of memories that unite 
them through time. This sense of shared history serves to create and maintain family 
relations and family identity in the present (Pratt & Fiese, 2004).
Intriguingly, although mothers are generally more elaborative than fathers, they seem to be 
less consistent in their reminiscing style than fathers. Fathers’ consistency in their level of 
elaboration and evaluation across positive and negative events, and across factual and 
emotional aspects of those events, might suggest that fathers are not tuning their reminiscing 
to the specific topic. Mothers, in contrast, may be more sensitive to the topic, and adjust 
their reminiscing style accordingly. It should be noted, however, that previous research has 
suggested that mothers are consistent in their level of elaboration across positive and 
negative events when reminiscing in dyads with their preschool children (Sales et al., 2003). 
That we found consistency in maternal evaluations but not elaborations suggests that 
evaluations may play an increasingly important role in defining reminiscing style as children 
grow older and develop more sophisticated memory and language skills that allow them to 
participate to a greater extent in co-constructing narratives. As children participate more in 
family narratives, maternal elaborations may no longer be as critical in eliciting and 
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maintaining children’s participation, but evaluations would still play this role, by confirming 
and validating children’s contributions. Alternatively, in the more complex family 
reminiscing studied here, with two parents and multiple children co-constructing the 
narrative, the parental scaffolding necessary may be more complex. This may lead to 
mothers’ adjustments in level of elaborations, but consistency in evaluations as a mechanism 
to validate contributions creating a collaboratively constructed narrative.
Related to this finding, although mothers were not consistent in their level of elaboration 
across type of event and type of information, mothers and fathers were reasonably consistent 
with each other in their level of elaboration, especially when reminiscing about the factual 
aspects of events, suggesting that there may be a family style of reminiscing (see also 
Bohanek et al., 2006; Sameroff & Fiese, 1999). However, when reminiscing about 
emotional aspects of events, only evaluations emerged as consistent across parents, again 
suggesting that evaluations are critical in defining family reminiscing style.
Turning to the type of information focused on, both mothers and fathers evaluated the facts 
of positive events more than negative events but evaluated the emotional aspects of positive 
and negative events to the same extent. We had predicted that parents would reminisce more 
about the emotional aspects of negative rather than positive events, as negative events create 
a problem to be solved. That we did not find this suggests that the emotional aspects of 
positive events may be just as important as the emotional aspects of negative events, 
although most likely for different reasons. Moreover, parents elaborated and evaluated more 
about the factual aspects of positive rather than negative events, suggesting that families 
create richer, more detailed narratives of shared positive rather than negative events. 
Previous research on differences in length and elaboration between positive and negative co-
constructed narratives has been mixed. In research in which the negative event is the target 
of investigation (e.g., a natural disaster or injury as compared to a non-specified positive 
event; e.g., Ackil et al., 2003; Sales et al., 2003), negative narratives are longer than positive 
narratives, but when comparisons are made between family-selected negative and positive 
events, there are either no differences in narrative length (Burch, Austin, & Bauer, 2004), or 
the positive narrative is longer than the negative narrative (Wang & Fivush, 2005). One 
reason why families may engage in highly elaborated reminiscing about shared positive 
events is that these kinds of events serve to create and maintain emotional bonds through 
time (Fivush et al., 1996), which may help to create a family identity (Fivush, Bohanek, & 
Duke, 2008; Sameroff & Fiese, 1999).
Perhaps the most surprising findings were the relations between parental reminiscing and 
child well-being. Although there were no discernable relations between parental scaffolding 
during reminiscing and child well-being for the positive events, maternal elaborations and 
evaluations on the factual aspects of negative events are related to higher levels of child 
well-being. Research with preschoolers has shown that maternal elaboration about 
emotionally difficult events is related to higher levels of emotional regulation (Laible, 
2004a,b), perhaps because negative events create a problem and heighten negative affect 
that needs to be resolved. In examining reminiscing style for the emotional and factual 
aspects of events separately in this study, our findings suggest that mothers who help to 
create a more coherent framework for understanding when, where, what, and how a negative 
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event happened may be more associated with higher emotional regulation than mothers who 
elaborate and evaluate specifically on the emotion. In support of this interpretation, Sales 
and Fivush (2005) found that mothers who use more explanations when discussing stressful 
events have children with higher levels of emotional well-being. Thus, it seems that creating 
a coherent narrative account of what happened may be more related to well-being than 
focusing on emotional states and reactions.
In contrast, paternal elaborations, evaluations, and repetitions on the emotional aspects of 
negative events, and to a lesser extent the factual aspects of negative events, are related to 
lower child wellbeing. We must put this in context of previous findings on this dataset. 
Previous microcoding of just the emotional content of these conversations indicated that 
families that, as a whole, expressed and explained emotion when reminiscing about negative 
events are related to higher self-esteem and social competence (Marin et al., 2008), and 
when divided by gender, maternal expressions and explanations of emotions are related to 
higher child emotional well-being, but paternal expressions and explanations of emotions 
are related to lower child well-being (Bohanek et al., 2008). Here, we extend these results in 
finding that maternal elaborations and evaluations on the factual aspects of events are related 
to higher well-being, but paternal elaborations, evaluations, and repetitions of emotional 
aspects of negative events are related to lower child well-being.
This is a counterintuitive finding and begs some explanation. One possibility is that mothers 
may be helping their children to create coherent, detailed narratives of what happened, 
which is beneficial, but fathers may simply be focusing and ruminating on emotions, which 
may be detrimental. We emphasize here that the same child who scores high on well-being 
is simultaneously related to higher levels of maternal elaboration and evaluation of factual 
information and lower levels of paternal elaboration, evaluation, and repetition of emotional 
information. As the regression analyses indicate, when mothers and fathers are considered 
simultaneously, the variance that fathers account for in predicting child well-being is greater 
than the variance that mothers account for in this conversational context in which the family 
as a whole is reminiscing together.
We speculate that a possible reason for this seemingly odd finding is the context of 
reminiscing. Past research has established that mothers are typically the “family historians” 
and are responsible for integrating important family happenings and milestones into an 
ongoing narrative of family life (McDaniel, 1999; Sherman, 1990; Wamboldt & Reiss, 
1989). Further, they are also often responsible for the “emotion work” in the household 
(Hochschild, 1979). This may be particularly important as children get older, because the 
preadolescent and adolescent period marks a transition in the parent-child relationship, and 
research suggests that this transition may be different for mothers and fathers (Parke, 2004). 
Both sons and daughters report being closer to their mothers than to their fathers (LeCroy, 
1988), and mothers and fathers may play differing roles in their children’s lives during this 
time. Specifically, children report asking their mothers for more emotional support, whereas 
fathers are often seen as a source of information and material support (Steinberg & Silk, 
2002). Thus, in the context of reminiscing about specifically emotional events, fathers who 
focus on emotions may be at odds with their canonical role within the family. It is also 
important to consider the developmental age of the children in the present study as we 
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interpret these findings. Particularly as children transition into adolescence and identity 
becomes a primary developmental task, particular expressions of gendered behavior may 
become more salient (McHale, Crouter, & Whiteman, 2003).
Also, of course, our data are correlational. It is possible that children who display more 
behavior problems, for whatever reason, have fathers who then focus more on emotions 
when reminiscing as a way of addressing these behaviors. Examining these processes at one 
point in time does not allow a more sophisticated analysis of how these processes unfold 
developmentally, or how the parent-child relationship evolves in a dialectical fashion, each 
influencing the others’ emerging behaviors. What we do see by examining the family as a 
whole is that patterns of dyadic behaviors between mothers and children and fathers and 
children may be different than the behaviors we see when the family interacts as a unit 
(Kreppner, 2002). Longitudinal research with mothers and preschoolers has suggested that 
direction of effect is from maternal reminiscing to child outcome (see Fivush et al., 2006, for 
a full discussion of this issue), but as children grow older and develop more differentiated 
and complex relationships with each parent, these patterns may also change. Future research 
must take this possibility into account, and longitudinal research should be conducted in 
such a way that causal modeling can be conducted.
Finally, although we had a good size and quite diverse sample for this type of research, we 
are limited in many other ways. Because we were interested in pursuing ideas within family 
systems theory, we examined the family as a unit, and we only included families with two 
opposite sex parents. Clearly, alternative family structures, as well as other cultures, must be 
investigated. Second, because we were interested in the family as a unit, we included all 
children living in the house in the family narratives, not just the preadolescent target child. 
Thus, aspects of parents’ reminiscing style may have been more directed at older or younger 
siblings, and we could not examine the target child’s participation in a meaningful way. As 
discussed in the introduction, we chose this strategy in order to better investigate how family 
reminiscing may occur in more naturalistic settings, when multiple members of the family 
are present and engaged. Now that we have these data, future research needs to 
systematically investigate how family reminiscing varies by participants, for example, both 
parents together reminiscing with a single one of their children, each parent independently 
with their preadolescent child, and so on. These combined comparisons would allow us to 
better understand how and when reminiscing about facts and emotions about positive and 
negative events are beneficial or, possibly, detrimental, and would further allow a more 
nuanced understanding of how gender of parent and gender of child might influence the 
reminiscing process.
Still, this first step in examining reminiscing style within the family as a whole has yielded 
interesting results. Overall, mothers are more elaborative than fathers, although maternal 
reminiscing style is also more tuned to the content of the narrative than is paternal 
reminiscing style. Evaluations may emerge in later childhood as a more critical component 
of reminiscing style. Especially as children become older, parental confirmations and 
validations of what children contribute may be more important than working to elicit 
information more generally. Finally, and most intriguing, mothers who help their 
preadolescent children create elaborated, coherent narratives of the facts of what happened 
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concerning a stressful event have children with higher levels of well-being. In contrast, 
fathers who elaborate and evaluate on the emotional aspects of both negative and positive 
experiences have preadolescent children with greater behavior problems. These findings 
confirm that reminiscing is a gendered activity; the gendered values and meanings placed on 
this activity within the home will play a substantial role in how children come to interpret 
and integrate parental reminiscing style into their own understanding of highly emotional 
events.
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Mean number of emotional and factual elaborations for mothers and fathers within the 
positive and negative family narratives.
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Mean number of emotional and factual evaluations for mothers and fathers within the 
positive and negative family narratives.
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Mean number of emotional and factual repetitions for mothers and fathers within the 
positive and negative family narratives.
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Table 1
Consistency of Elaborative Style: Correlations Within and Across Emotional and Factual Aspects of Positive 
and Negative Events for Mothers and Fathers (all N=40)
Within events: factual to emotional
Positive event Negative event
Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers
Elaborations .30+ .37* −.09 .32*
Evaluations .43** .50** .33* .37*
Repetitions .38* .29+ .16 .00
Across events: positive to negative
Emotional Factual
Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers
Elaborations .05 .46** .26 .32*
Evaluations .13 .58** .73** .62**
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Table 2
Consistency Across Mothers and Fathers Within Positive and Negative Events (all N=40)
Positive event Negative event
Emotional Factual Emotional Factual
Elaborations .16 .51** .12 .55**
Evaluations .38* .59** .35* .56**
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Table 3
Relations between children’s adjustment and parental elaborative style (all N=40)
Mothers Fathers
Internal External Internal External
Positive Events
Emotional
 Elabs .09 −.07 .06 .32*
 Evals .06 .04 .00 .33*
 Reps −.20 −.07 −.08 .23
Factual
 Elabs .00 −.06 .03 .27
 Evals −.14 .01 .06 .19
 Reps −.10 −.13 −.04 .17
Negative Events
 Emotional
 Elabs .14 .01 .29+ .20
 Evals −.18 −.09 .19 .41**
 Reps .14 .07 .42** .39*
Factual
 Elabs −.07 −.30+ −.26 −.23
 Evals −.30+ −.26 −.19 −.15
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